
2 JOURNAL OF GLACIOLOGY 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF GLACIERS 

Holding the view that recent glacier research had shown complexities and diversities in glacier 
structure not covered by the Lagally-Ahlmann classification, Dr. Arnold Court of the California 
Forest and Range Experiment Station, Berkeley, circulated a letter to a score of glaciologists 
putting forward his proposals for a new classification based on the thermal properties of glaciers. 

Dr. Court sent a copy of the letter to this Journal in the hope that it would lead to a symposium 
of opinions out of which would emerge an agreed new classification. 

Dr. Court's letter is printed below and is followed by extracts from a number of letters written 
in reply to it. 

Glacier Thermal Classification 

Glaciers have been described by a "geophysical classification", which properly applies to the 
summer time vertical temperature distribution in a single column, rather than to an entire glacier. 
This classification has found increasing usage since its proposal by Lagally in 19321 and independ
ently by Ahlmann in 1933 2. However, no general agreement has been reached on which set of 
terms should be used, nor on their exact definitions. 

Belated acceptance seems desirable of Ahlmann's invitation, made in 1935, that "The suitability 
of terms ... can be decided by international discussion" 3. Initiation of such discussion is the 
purpose of this note. It arose from an attempt to define for a meteorological glossary the terms of the 
"geophysical classification". 

The Lagally-Ahlmann classification applies only to the main portion of a glacier, below the layer 
of seasonal temperature change. The thickness of this layer varies with latitude, altitude, aspect and 
other factors, but is at most 15 m. or 50 ft. Consequently, the classification is not applicable to ice 
masses of less than this thickness. Such thin masses should not be called glaciers. Perhaps glacieret, 
a term which is used occasionally without specific definition, should be reserved for ice masses thin 
enough to have seasonal temperature changes (of at least o· 1 ° C.) at all depths. 

Basically, the Lagally-Ahlmann classification distinguishes whether the body of a glacier is at the 
pressure-melting point throughout, only in its upper portion, or not at all. The terms proposed by 
Lagally in 1932, by Ahlmann in 1933 and 1935, and the alternatives suggested here, are: 

Lagally Ahlmann 1933 Ahlmann 1935 Proposed 

Pressure-melt throughout warm temperate temperate permelting 
Pressure-melt upper part transitional sub-arctic sub-polar refreezing 
Pressure-melt nowhere cold high-arctic high-polar nonmelting 

While Lagally proposed three separate types, Ahlmann formally offered only two, temperate 
and arctic or polar. He subdivided the second according to whether any surface melting occurs, 
rather than on whether only part of the glacier body was colder than the pressure-melting point. 
In recognizing Lagally's one-year priority, Ahlmann declared in 1935, "The principles of Lagally's 
classification fully agree with mine" 3. In 1948 he reiterated that Lagally's "three glacier types: the 
cold, the warm, and the transitional ... completely agree with my high-polar, temperate, and sub
polar types" 4. 

Logically, any classification should be based on a single attribute, if possible. Lagally's straight
forward three-fold division on the basis of temperature alone is preferable, in this respect, to 
Ahlmann's use of two criteria, temperature profile and surface melting. 

Neither Lagally's nor Ahlmann 's terms seem suitable for glacier description. "Warm" is hardly 
applicable to any glacier, even at the pressure-melting point, and "Ubergangstyp" (transition type) 
is not sufficiently descriptive to be used alone. On the other hand , a glacier in the Himalayas, Alps, 
or Andes can have a "high-polar" portion, although Ahlmann indicated that all Alpine glaciers are 
"temperate". A classification of thermal structure should describe that structure, rather than refer 
to latitude or other extraneous factors . 

The terms suggested in the last (:olumn of the table above are intended to imply thermal charac
teristics; perhaps better terms will result from general discussion. The permelting portion of a glacier 
is permeated by melt water throughout its thickness, at least in summer. ·The rejreezing portion has 
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF GLACIERS 3 
a layer in which there is refreezing of melt water which, by inference, permeates some upper layer. The nonmelting portion has no surface melting and hence no percolating melt water; it must therefore be colder than the pressure-melting point at all depths below the surface layer. 

These terms need not apply to an entire glacier but, as indicated, to portions. Some glaciers, of course, may be entirely permelting, others may be non melting from accumulation area to terminus. A three-fold classification, with terms such as those proposed here, can be subdivided further quite readily. The "Baffin type" glaciers, firn!ess yet well below freezing for the most part, studied by Baird 5, and also found in Argentina, as noted by Heinsheimer 6, are firnless non melting. Examples of the current lack of uniformity of usage of the "geophysical classification" can be found in any issue of the Journal of Glaciology. Fisher discussed "a truly cold Arctic-type glacier"? which later 8 h e called merely "cold" in contrast to " temperate", thus mixing Lagally 's terms with Ahlmann's. Haefeli and Brentani studied "a cold ice cap" 9, while Rothlisberger referred to "polar ice caps" 10. 

Ahlmann considered the d epth of :winter freezing in a "temperate" (or permelting) glacier as "not more than. a couple of metres" 2,4. Butkovich discussed "a temperate glacier (i. e. the temperature of the ice at a depth of more than approximately 40 ft. is always the melting point at the corresponding pressure)" 11. 
To eliminate these contradictions, international discussion and eventual adoption of suitable definitions and terms are desirable. The terms suggested here may be undesirable to others. To Professor John Leighly of the University of California, the mixing of Latin prefixes and English participles is grating. Whatever terms are adopted, agreement upon them and their definitions will promote international research and understanding of the thermal characteristics of glaciers. 
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Dr. VALTER SCHYTT (Stockholm) writes: 
Terminology is always a difficult problem, and in my OpInIOn, you need weighty reasons for changing terms that have been used for many years .... It seems to m e that Ahlmann's classification of 1935 has been adopted by most glaciologists, and Dr. Court's objection to Ahlmann 's use of two criteria, t emperature profile and surface melting, does not seem very serious .... 
It is, however , the terms that should be discussed, and not so much the actual words used in the definitions. They can easily be changed if necessary-as long as the definition means the same. Ahlmann's t erms are related to the general climate of the glacier's environment and to the geographical distribution of the different types of glaciers. There I S a good, though not complete, reciprocal accordance between polar glaciers and polar regions and temperate glaciers and temperate regions. 
When dealing with the exceptions, e.g. glaciers at high elevations in non-polar regions, the word "type" can often be added-"a glacier in the Himalayas can have a portion of high-polar type". Just as a geomorphologist can describe a coast as being of the Atlantic type, irrespective of its geographical situation . 
But there are other occasions when Ahlmann's classification is not ideal. My ice temperature measurements close to the edge of the Greenland. inland ice near Thule showed that, in the ablation 
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area, I mile from the edge and 570 m. above sea level, the temperature increased from - 13° C. at 
8 m . depth (22 August) to 0° C. as close to the surface as could be m easured-still we had ap pre
ciable m elt in g. At the n ext station (7 miles from the margin and about 800 m . above sea level) we 
found that t h e melt water h ad heated the firn to the meltin g point all the way d own to our deepest 
thermometer at 9 '5 m. At the third station (Mile 20 , 850 m .) the isothermal layer was 5 m . deep . ... 

In su ch cases Ahlmann's classification falls short , and I did not try to coi n any n ew terms but 
used descriptive words. A ctually Ahlmann's sub-polar glacie r is characterized n ot only by the 
upper snow and firn layer (in the firn area) b eing at melting p o int , but also by a n egative ice tem
perature in its ablation area. This is provided the g lacier 's altitudinal extension is n o t too great . 

The terms proposed b y Court can be used in the accumulation area, but h ardly in the ablation 
area of a "cold" glacier. To say that a thin isothermal (0°) layer must exist just at the surface because 
of the r adi ation from sun and sky, would be a purely academic s tatem ent. The r efreezing on the ice 
surface inside Thule was very intensive, but only at night or in the shadow or w ith low air tem
peratures. Normall y no observable refreezing took place, and n o melt water could permeate an 
upper layer. 

Both t e rms, Court's " refreez ing" and A hlmann 's "sub-polar ", could, however , be used where 
they are defined as referring to g laciers with a " refreezing" or "sub-polar" accumulation area and 
a " cold " ablation area. 

Another d isadvantage of Court 's terms seem s to be that " non-melting" is a little too rigorous. 
There is of course a gradu al transition between a sub-polar and a high-poll)r g lac ier. T o me a high
polar g lacie r should have no o r very Hule melting . I would n ot call a glacier sub-polar just because 
I can find on e or a few thin ice layers in m y snow pits . 

Court has chosen the " Baffin type" glacie r as an example and has called it firnless non-melting. 
But surely there is melt ing, o r there would b e no superimposed ice at the surface . 

r agree that terms sh o uld be as descriptive as possible. " R efreezing" is d escriptive-but it 
describes som ething that takes place on every m elting glacier , at leas t some time during the year. 

· .. Finally, research w ork in glaciology is carried out in m any countries to-day, and there are 
many glacio logists who do n ot use the Eng lish language in their d aily work , wh ether it be research 
or lecturing . 

· .. If n ew terms are to be coined , attempts should be made to select words w hich can be easily 
transcribed o r perhaps trans lat ed by scientis t s abroad . . .. 

T o sum up . I welcome this discussion , and r think the time h as perhaps com e to revise the geo 
phys ical class ificat ion of g laciers, or rather t o initiate this discussion , but to let an y definite decision 
wait until after th e en d of the International G eophysical Y ear, b y which time much addi tional 
inform ation will have been obtained. 

Since Ahlmann 's termin ology has becom e so widely used, r think it would be a great advantage 
if his t erms could survive the revision and fo rm a bas is to an improved one, if such can be des igned . 

If a n ew set of terms be adopted, glacio logists in several countries should b e asked whether or 
not the n ew words can be easil y ass imilated into their respecti ve languages . L atin words are often 
suitable , but p referably those wh ich mean som ething to the normal glaciologist ... . 

Dr. J. W. GLEN (Clare College, Cambridge) writes : 

· . . Dr. Court suggests the term "refreezin g" for a glacier in which , below the layer of season al 
temperature change, mel t water permeates t h rough some upper layer only and then refreezes. I do 
not see h ow such a state o f affairs cou ld persist from year t o year , though it migh t occur at a time 
of rising summer temperatu res in a region w it h co ld glaciers . 

N o source of cold is available to freeze the melt water- in fact , the heat of th e earth and the heat 
gen erated during gl acie~ flow both serve to make the bottom of t h e glacier a source of heat. L agall y's 
trans ition al type of glacie r had a cold top layer and a bottom layer at the pressure m elting point , 
heated b y the sources m en t ioned above . For su ch a glacier " refreezing" does n ot seem an approp riat e 
term-"m elting" m ight seem better! H owever , " transitional" seems st ill bette r as a general term 
and is establi shed by use . L agally's transit io n al t ype is therefore not the same as A hlmann 's sub-p olar 
type, which r efers to a co ld g lacier but w ith appreciable melting wi thin the layer of seasonal tem
perature change . .. . 
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Dr. H. W. AHLMANN (Stockholm) has communicated a reply to the effect that he supports 

Dr. Schytt's ideas . After discussion between them it was felt very strongly by both Dr. Ahlmann 
and Dr. Schytt that any final settlement of a new classification should wait until the end of the 
Geophysical Year. 

Professor G. MANLEY (London) writes strongly to support Dr. Schytt's plea for easily trans
latable terms. 

Professor R. F INSTERWALDER (Munich) wri tes that Dr. Court's classifi~ation is grounded on 
sound scientific principles and fo r that reason merits full discussion. 

Dr. F. LOEwE (Melbourne) wri tes that there are two main types of glacier, those with tem
peratures below freezing point below the level of marked seasonal variation , and those at the 
freezing point. Each has two sub-types, those in 'vvhich the main conditions prevail throughout 
the year in the surface layer also, and those in which it does not; possibly a third sub-type, where 
the main property is present in the middle part , but absent at both top and bottom , may occur, 
thus: 

Main type 

Sub-type 

Cold 

{

(a) permacold 
(b) winter-cold 
( c) centre-cold 

M elting 
permamelting 
summer-melting 
centre-melting 

While putting forw ard this scheme Dr. Loewe adds that he is not sure that a change is really 
necessary at this stage. 

Mr. P. D. DAJRD (Aberdeen) writes: 

I d o not see the need for a three-fo ld class ification and believe Ahlmann's original two-fo ld to 
be b es t. I prefer the t e rms " temperate " and "cold " fo r the cases of g laciers whose temperatures 
below the annual tempe rature flu ctuation level are all at pressure-melting point and below this . 

The third category where surface m elting occurs seem s a separate function. Can one think of a 
sin g le continuous ice bod y where surface m eltin g does no t occur somewhere on it? Even the Anta rctic 
cap has m elting in p laces . 

Finall y i dep reca te the int roductio n o f complex terms , whether pure Latin or bas tard Lat in 
Eng li sh . 

C old and temperate are readil y tran slatable into all scientific languages . 

Professor R. P. SHARP (Berkeley, Ca!.) writes : 

. . . I have no parti cular obj ection to calling glaciers warm and cold or e ve n thawed and frozen. 
In fac t I p refer simple t e rms of this typ e to th e phi lolog ically co rrect terms sugges ted in Dr. Court's 
letter. I hearti ly agree that a class ificati on on th e bas is of temperature alon e is far superio r to a 
class ificati on involving a lso the nature and thickness of the firn m antle. It sh o uld therefore be p o inted 
o ut that the classifi cati on appli es to a p a rti cular spot o n a glacier and not to the whole g lac ie r. It 
seem s that wc might ge t o ut of this dilemma by definin g the spot or area on a glacier wh ich we 
wo u ld b e willing to acce pt as rcpresentati \'e of the whole . It is conce ivabl e th at anyone g laci e r of 
any exten t might be po la r in the upper reaches of its acc um ul ati on area 'and temperate at the snout. 
Howe ve l:, if we agreed tha t a midpoint in the acc umul ati o n a rea would serve as being representative 
of th e whole glac ie l', a de te rmin ati on at th at point wo uld the n permit a class ification of the g lacier. 
r don 't p articul arl y advocate this and am q uite willing to t a lk about areas o f g lac iers which m ay be 
either p o lar or tempera te , d epending upo n what part of th e g lac ier th ey represent . 
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Or. G. de Q. ROBIN (Birmingham) writes: 

... My views are very similar to those expressed by Schytt. Our detailed knowledge of the tem
perature distribution in glaciers is not yet sufficient to warrant a new classification at present. Until 
our knowledge is much more detailed I believe Ahlmann's classification is sufficiently well-known and 
satisfactory to be used as the standard. 

Professor A. BAUER (Strasbourg) while agreeing that not all the existing terms are well chosen, 
is in favour of a clearer terminology but believes that Lagally's classification is the best. He stresses 
the importance of any terminology for international use being capable of translation into other 
languages. Professor Bauer also refers to a discussion germane to this subject in P. A. Shumskiy's 
"Ice Geography", Part 3 of Osnovy strukturnogo ledovedeniya, Akademia Nauk SSSR, 1955. 

Dr. R. e. HUBLEY (Washington, D.e.) writes: 

... Dr. Court's definitions of permelting, rejreezing, and nOllmelting portions of glaciers are not very 
clear, and certainly less concise than thermal classification definitions given by Lagally and' Ahlmann. 

I would not say that Ahlmann's terms used in his classification are ideal, but at the same time, 
I do not see that they are so objectionable, The terms "Polar, sub-Polar, and Temperate", when 
used in the thermal classification refer not to the geographical location of the glacier being classified, 
but to the type-area for that particular thermal regimen, Thus, for example, it might be said that 
some glaciers in equatorial mountains are thermally sub-polar or polar in their upper parts, and 
temperate in their terminal regions. 

I do believe there is considerable need for reviewing the whole problem of glacier classifications 
-not only thermal classifications, but genetic, morphological , dynamic, and general climatic classifi
cations. These perhaps need to be considered all together, but preparation of completely suitable 
classifications will be a difficult task, and will require more careful, extensive thought and labor 
than has been previously given to the subject. 

Dr. M. M. MILLER (Cambridge) writes: 

... I find it difficult to apply Dr. Court's terms to individual g laciers, Thus I believe it is more 
acceptable to maintain Dr. Ahlmann's terms, with p erhaps the refinement I have suggested in the 
note accompanying this letter. 

Note: 

Both Ahlmann and Lagally have recognized a subordinate category in their classifications. 
Ahlmann refers to this as a Sub-Polar type, in which the penetration of seasonal warmth is restricted 
to a relatively thin layer but is greater than in Polar glaciers. Lagally calls this intermediate type 
"Transitional" and defines it as characterized by a relatively thick annual melt zone. 

These differing definitions have created some confusion. Actually, both terms are useful: the 
Sub-Polar classification to refer only to glaciers which are dominantly Polar but still have certain 
temperate characteristics and the "Transitional" for glaciers which are dominantly temperate but 
with a tendency towards Polar characteristics. For this latter category, which includes most of the 
high elevation glaciers in temperate latitudes, the writer suggests that the substitution of the term 
Sub-Temperate may be more appropriate, since it is etymologically consistent with the Ahlmann 
terminology, now in most common use in glaciologicalliterature. Thus there would be the following 
glacier types: Polar and Sub-Polar; T emperate and Sub-Temperate. 

Mr. J. E. FISHER (New York) suggests that if a change is really needed attempts should be 
made to find three suitable adjectives for the three types of glacier which should be completely 
self-expressive even to the layman; but, "until more is known about glaciers what about with
holding any decision for a little while ?" 

Dr. G. J. HEINSHEIMER (Argentina) writes: 

Lagally's terms are not so bad. Why not correct them slightly? If you would distinguish glaciers 
at melting-point temperatures, glaciers partly below melting-point temperatures and glaciers through-
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out below m elting-point temperatures, everybody would know that melting-point corresponds to 
several temperatures according to pressure differences. 

Editorial Note 

As was to be expected this correspondence shows that many different views are held. A point 
is made, and ought to be strongly emphasized, that the coining of new, and particularly of hybrid 
Latin-English words, for phenomena which have long been known and named, is to be depre
cated. Another point, well made, is that any new words must be capable of being easily translated 
into other languages. Particular attention should be paid to Dr. Glen's letter. This implies that 
several writers have misconceived the true meaning of Lagally's "transitional type" of glacier. 

Attention is also drawn to the classification of glaciers published by G. A . Avsyuk (Institut 
Geografii, Moscow) in Izvestiya Akademii Nauk SSSR. Seriya Geograficheskaya, 1955, No. I , 

p. 14-J1, and received from Dr. T. Armstrong (Cambridge) who has supplied the English trans
lation which is printed below. 

This Journal and the British Glaciological Society will b e willing to help in the process of 
consolidation of ideas but the great difficulty in achieving the general acceptance of a new or 
revised classification (if found necessary) could perhaps be lessen ed , now that the problem has 
been enunciated, by discussions and tentative agreement at different centres in the different 
countries, rather than by sporadic correspondence. This, at any rate, seems to be' the next step, 
but one not necessarily to be taken immediately . 

A vsyuk's Classification of Glaciers by Temperature R egime 

H e distinguishes five typ es, each with a characteristic method of ice formation. 

(1) Dry polar type. Ice formation by recrystallization (i .e. n o melt water) . The w hole thickness 
of the ice is substantialry below freezing point, its mean a little below the annual mean air temperature. 

(2 ) Moist polar type. Ice formation by recrys tallization and infiltration. Temperatures very 
similar to (1) above, but the air temperature occasionally rises above freezing point, causing tem
peratures of 0 ° C. in the ice up to a depth not exceeding 1 cm ., and therefore melt water; this does 
not affect temperature regime of the main mass of ice, however. Mean ice temperature remains 
lower than annual mean ai r temperature. . 

(3) Cold type. Ice formation by "cold infiltration ". Higher air temperatures cause enough m elt 
water to soak into the firn, but not enough to reach the bottom of the. active layer or to start run-off. 
Mean temperature of ice is higher than annual mean air temperature (though b oth are of course 
negative). Three temperature zones: (i) Surface, down to depth reached by melt water. This zon e 
reaches 0 ° C. in warm period of year. (i i) Central zone, from lowest depth reached by melt water to 
lower limit of active layer. Temperature always negative. (iii) Bottom zone. Temperature gets lower 
with depth. 

(4) Marine type. Ice formation by "warm infi ltration". Enough melt water to penetrate whole 
active layer and raise it to 0 ° C. Some continues to bottom of glacier, emerging as a m elt water stream 
which is characteristic of this type. Winter temp eratures do not penetrate enough to re-freeze whole 
depth, therefore the bottom layer is always at 0 ° C. (This is t rue w herever a marine type of glacier 
may be situated.) Upper layer has negative temperatures in winter , with the lowest at the surface. 

(5) Continental type. Ice formed by infiltration and congelation. Enough melt water to penetrate 
the annual accumulat ion, and to fo rm streams. Thin firn layer, never g reater than one year's accumu
lation. Below is a dense, non-porous layer. T hus melt water, though plentiful, only brings a shallow 
surface layer up to 0 ° C.; air temperature, especially in winter, has a much greater influence. Mean 
temperature of ice is a bit high er than ann ual mean ai r temperature. Three zones: (i) Surface, 
5- 10 m. thick, is negative in winter and 0 ° C. in summer. (ii ) Central zone, continuing down to lower 
limit of active layer (15-20 m .) is always negati ve, temperature decreasing with depth. There is 
seasonal fluctuation. (iii) Bottom zone, on down to bottom of glacier, has constant negative 
temperatures. 

Avsyuk also has a map showing world distribution of glaciers by these types . 
T . E. A. 
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